Streaming video and media art from Electronic Arts Intermix
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Electronic Arts Intermix (EAI) is now offering educational streaming video [1], a new service from the not-for-profit organization specializing in preservation and distribution of video and media art from the 1960s to the present. EAI has an extensive catalog of videos by contemporary artists as diverse as Merce Cunningham, Pipilotti Rist, Dan Graham, Eleanor Antin, Ryan Trecartin, and the Wooster Group. Streaming access is available for over 500 videos, a subset of EAI’s 3500 titles (the rest are available onsite in their New York viewing room [2]). To access streaming video, browse the Artists page, or do an advanced search with the “available for educational streaming” button set to yes.

More sources of streaming video are on the Drama LibGuide [3].
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